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Abbey Farm
Proposals to Restore and Convert to New Homes and Offices

Background
The Drummond Estate are proposing to restore and
convert Abbey Farm in the southern part of New
Lubbesthorpe to seven dwellings and small office
spaces.
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The farm is of some historical importance and was
re-developed as a ‘model farm’ in the early part of the
19th century, but the farmhouse incorporates parts
of the earlier manor house that once existed on the
site, and a small chapel that gives rise to the name
‘Abbey’ Farm. The site is also surrounded by the
Lubbesthorpe scheduled monument that protects
the site of the deserted medieval village that once
existed alongside the site. The manor and chapel
were once associated with the village.
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The Existing Buildings
The buildings have been empty for many years and
are no longer suitable for farming use. They have
fallen into disrepair and parts are now becoming
structurally unsound.
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The complex comprises a two and three-storey
farmhouse, stables, smithy, cart sheds, granary and
barn and a series of single storey cowsheds arranged
around two courtyards. The farmhouse has gardens
with two fine lime trees and there is a remnant
orchard. There are some large modern barns and
outbuildings that are of no historic value and are
proposed to be demolished.
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How to Contact Us
The following boards provide some illustrations of
the proposals, and we hope to submit our planning
application in the near future and we will provide
updates via the New Lubbesthorpe website, where
this consultation has also been posted up.
If you have any comments on the proposals, we
are happy to receive them, please address your
comments to:
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Building 1: Farmhouse – 18th Century with earlier 17th century elements, evidence of
manor;

Or you can send comments to:
Abbey Farm Consultation
c/o Suttton Land Development
The Chapel
21 Leicester Road
Mountsorrel
Leicestershire
LE12 7AJ

Forge range including Cowshed and Carriage House;

Buildings 15:

Modern metal barns;

Building 16:

Modern Bull Pens, within the main courtyard.

Building 3: Cart Shed, with iron columns;
Building 4: Hemmel, open sided cow shelter;
Other Features:
Building 5: Old Barn – brick barn that predates other buildings;

Building 7: Granary;
Building 8: Cowshed 2;

And email to:
info@newlubbesthorpe.co.uk

Building 10:
Building 2: Stables range, with cheese room/dairy;

Building 6: Cowshed 1;

‘Abbey Farm Consultation’

Building 9: Cowshed 3;

11.
12.
13.
14.
16.

Entrance Way from Lubbesthorpe Bridle Road;
Foldyard, smaller courtyard;
Main Courtyard;
Farmhouse Gardens; and
Other land beyond the site boundary.
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The Proposals
Despite their age and condition the buildings would convert readily into new
dwellings and offices as they offer large clear spaces and the farmhouse itself is
large and has been used as a dwelling until recently.

The offices are proposed in three buildings around the smaller foldyard
courtyard and will provide opportunities for small local businesses, with meeting
rooms and individual workspaces.

The aim is to retain the character of the site and buildings as far as possible,
and to conserve those features that allow the former uses of the buildings to be
appreciated while bringing them back into new uses. We have also planned the
wider site carefully to ensure the scheduled monument is not affected and the
rural character of the setting is retained.

Parking for the dwellings will be grouped to the south of the complex, and for the
offices alongside, where the large modern cattle barn currently sits.
We propose to landscape the site with new hedges and trees, create a small
fruit orchard and wildflower meadow planting in the verges and create a wildlife
pond. Other measures to enhance biodiversity include new bird and bat boxes
and hibernacula.

The proposals would create seven dwellings in the converted buildings. The
Farmhouse is proposed to be divided into two dwellings. The dwellings would be
The whole complex will be retained in the ownership of the Drummond Estate,
two and three-bedroom units, and each would have individual private gardens.
be managed by them and leased to tenants.
New Enclosing Walls

Cartshed and Hemmel
Offices

Scheduled Monument

Offices Parking
New boundary planting

Stables
Offices

Old Barn & Cowshed
Dwelling 2
4 bedrooms
Restored Foldyard

Granary
Dwelling 3
2 bedrooms
Restored Courtyard

Farmhouse converted into
two dwellings

Cowshed
Dwelling 4
2 bedrooms

Farmhouse Gardens
Remnant orchard re-planted
Cowshed
Dwelling 5
2 bedrooms

Old Smithy
Dwelling 6
2 bedrooms

Residents Parking

Scheduled Monument

Wildflower Verges

New boundary planting
Wildlife Pond

New fruit tree orchard
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Abbey Farmhouse

Farmhouse
Two Dwellings
3 Bedrooms and 4 Bedrooms

Hemmel and Iron Column Cart Shed

Hemmel and Iron Column Cart Shed
Offices

Stables

Stables
Offices
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The Granary

Cowshed 1 and Old Barn

Cowshed 1 and Old Barn
Dwelling 2
4 Bedrooms

The Granary
Dwelling 3
2 Bedrooms

Smithy , Cowshed and Cartshed

Cow Shed 2

Cow Shed 2
Dwelling 4
2 Bedrooms

Smithy, Cowshed & Cart Shed
Dwelling 6
2 Bedrooms

Cowshed 3

Cowshed 3
Dwelling 5
2 Bedrooms
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From the west looking east along the Lubbesthorpe Bridle Road

From the south looking north

From the east looking west along the Lubbesthorpe Bridle Road

From the north east looking south west from the Scheduled Ancient Monument.

